Post Paris – Carbon and
Innovation
Definition of : “ABOVE THE FRAY”
……not directly involved in an angry or difficult
struggle or disagreement

Dr. John Mogge

Carbon and Innovation – Getting to “YES
on Carbon and Innovation”
1. Does a low carbon economy require significant business model and
technical innovation?
– http://www.goldmansachs.com/our‐thinking/archive/archive‐
pdfs/trans‐low‐carbon‐econ.pdf
– YES
2. Does the topic of carbon (proxy for sustainability) create avenues for
innovation?
– https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/12/low‐carbon‐economy‐
achievable/
– YES
3. Is innovation fundamental to free market success?
– https://books.google.com/books?id=tloXAwAAQBAJ&dq=innovation+a
nd+free+market+success&source=gbs_navlinks
– YES
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Can we get “Above the Fray?”
Three more questions………..
Without regulatory or near regulatory drivers will today’s business
models drive the needed innovation to create tomorrow’s solutions?
What are your thoughts?
If carbon is a proxy for sustainability, can sustainability be a proxy for
carbon?
What are your thoughts?
If a free market is the best environment for innovation, can the world’s
greatest free market be the incubator for a low carbon economy
operating in a capitalistic manner?
What are your thoughts?
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Thesis – four Major Parameters will and have
governed Sustainability (and Carbon)*
• Decoupling the intensive use of natural resources and materials
from growth strategies
• Transitioning to a lower carbon economy
• Collaborating with value chain partners, governments, and
citizens so that business products and solutions ameliorate
larger‐scale societal problems
• Ensuring the adaptability of a business to global megatrend
challenges such as climate change water resource scarcity,
population growth and large scale urbanization
*Terry F Yosie – tcbblogs.org Marc 27, 2017
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Three case study projects – demonstrating that
carbon & innovation are enduring propositions
• London 2012 Olympics and Paralympics – my role – capture
strategist for sustainability theme and program plan author
• Panama Canal Widening – my role – capture strategy team for
operational planning and design risk management
• MASDAR Personal Rapid Transit – my role – capture team
delivery risk strategist and technology planner and innovation
leader for transport systems
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Are sustainable solutions faster, less expensive,
and durable?
Sustainability Objectives
1. Energy: To minimise the carbon footprint of the Olympic and Legacy development.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legacy_of_t
he_2012_Summer_Olympics

2. Waste: To minimise waste and avoid waste to landfill using an integrated approach to
resource management.
3. Materials: To identify, source, and use environmentally and socially responsible materials.
4. Biodiversity and ecology: To protect and enhance the biodiversity and ecology of the Lower
Lea Valley
5. Land, water, air: To maximise positive and minimise adverse impacts on land, water, and
air quality.
6. Global, local and internal environments: To design and build in a sensitive manner for
internal and local environments, adaptable to future climates.
7. Culture, heritage and built form: To preserve and improve the heritage of the Lower Lea
Valley.
8. Transport and mobility: To create an accessible and pedestrian friendly Olympic Park.
9. Housing and amenity: To create new safe mixed use public space and buildings
appropriate to the demographics and character of the Lower Lea Valley.
10. Education and employment: To contribute to local, regional, and national economic
development.
11. Health and well-being: To provide for new health, sporting, and cultural facilities in the
Olympic and Legacy development.
12. Inclusion: To involve, communicate, and consult effectively with stakeholders and
surrounding communities.
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Alignment of the client, the delivery
team, all stakeholders around a
decision making support tool resulted
in the first sustainable games

London 2012 Programme in 2010 – Business Case
Based through Innovation
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Does rainfall water have a monetizable value?
Does seawater have a value?
Panama Canal Expansion Program
• Variance in rainfall for the Lake
Gantun watershed – operational
risk
• Throughput of Post‐panamax ships
• Carbon dioxide per TEU ‐ 2.2 tons
versus 3.4 tons
• Delta in steam time fuel around the
cape 20.5 vs 32.5 with 1,930 tons
less bunker fuel
• Transit use without fresh water
saving basins 483,600 cubic meters
• Transit use with fresh water saving
basins 193,500 cubic meters
• Average annual fresh water savings
– 60%
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• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ygx96
Hgltj8
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Everything about this program is
massive and driven by innovation

Water Saving Hydraulics – Proof of concept
1:30 Scale Model
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Are driverless electric vehicles reliable & safe?
MASDAR – Carbon Neutral
Technology Demonstration City
• Supervisory control system for the
network
• On‐board precision locator system
• On‐board emergency stopping
system
• On‐board see and avoid system
• On‐board maintenance minding
system
• On‐board precision merge and
turning system
• Electric drive and autonomous
recharge
• Seven Patent Applications for the
client
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• http://www.2getthere.eu/masdars‐prt‐
system‐functions‐99‐since‐launch‐2010/

Driverless On‐demand Personal Rapid Transit

Unified on the vision with a sense of urgency and driven by world wide technical
collaboration – IBM, Boeing, Northrup, Honda, Siemens, Booz Allen, Foster & Partners
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Carbon and Innovation – Take‐ways
•

Free market economics drive innovation and will
continue to do so

•

Carbon intensive solutions are limiting and
increasingly expensive when considered over time

•

Goodwill to others less fortunate and corporate
social responsibility matter

•

Corporations are like nation‐states and have an
obligation beyond their shareholders

•

Increasingly shareholders and potential investors
expect and reward low carbon solutions

•

Freeing ourselves from regulatory drivers can be
the launching pad for permanent change
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Post Paris – Trust in the free‐market system which is
fueled by competitive innovation in well managed
corporations – Post Paris COP 21 Wiki
• Institutional investors' contribution to limiting fossil
fuels
• Speaking at the 5th annual World Pensions Forum held
on the sidelines of the COP21 Summit, Earth
Institute Director Jeffrey Sachs argued that institutional
investors would eventually divest from carbon‐reliant
firms if they could not react to political and regulatory
efforts to halt climate change: "Every energy company
in a pension fund's portfolio needs to be scrutinized
from purely a financial view about its future, 'Why is
this [a company] we would want to hold over a five‐ to
20‐year period?'... If we continue to hold major energy
companies that don’t have an answer to a basic
financial test, we are just gambling. We have to take
a fiduciary responsibility – these are not good bets."
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Thank You

Discussion

Post Script on Carbon – “the king of elements”
• Carbon (from Latin: carbo "coal") is a chemical element with symbol C and atomic number 6. It
is nonmetallic and tetravalent—making four electrons available to form covalent chemical bonds.
Three isotopes occur naturally, 12C and 13C being stable, while 14C is a radioactive isotope, decaying with a half‐
life of about 5,730 years.[14]Carbon is one of the few elements known since antiquity.[15]
• Carbon is the 15th most abundant element in the Earth's crust, and the fourth most abundant element in the
universe by mass after hydrogen, helium, and oxygen. Carbon's abundance, its unique diversity of organic
compounds, and its unusual ability to form polymers at the temperatures commonly encountered
on Earth enables this element to serve as a common element of all known life. It is the second most abundant
element in the human body by mass (about 18.5%) after oxygen.[16]
• The atoms of carbon can bond together in different ways, termed allotropes of carbon. The best known
are graphite, diamond, and amorphous carbon.[17] The physical properties of carbon vary widely with the
allotropic form. For example, graphite is opaque and black while diamond is highly transparent. Graphite is soft
enough to form a streak on paper (hence its name, from the Greek verb "γράφειν" which means "to write"),
while diamond is the hardest naturally occurring material known. Graphite is a good electrical conductor while
diamond has a low electrical conductivity. Under normal conditions, diamond, carbon nanotubes,
and graphene have the highest thermal conductivities of all known materials. All carbon allotropes are solids
under normal conditions, with graphite being the most thermodynamically stable form. They are chemically
resistant and require high temperature to react even with oxygen.
• The most common oxidation state of carbon in inorganic compounds is +4, while +2 is found in carbon
monoxide and transition metal carbonyl complexes. The largest sources of inorganic carbon
are limestones, dolomites and carbon dioxide, but significant quantities occur in organic deposits
of coal, peat, oil, and methane clathrates. Carbon forms a vast number of compounds, more than any other
element, with almost ten million compounds described to date,[18] and yet that number is but a fraction of the
number of theoretically possible compounds under standard conditions. For this reason, carbon has often been
referred to as the "king of the elements".[19]
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